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a b s t r a c t

To adopt convolutional neural networks (CNN) for a range of resource-constrained targets, it is
necessary to compress the CNN models by performing quantization, whereby precision representation
is converted to a lower bit representation. To overcome problems such as sensitivity of the training
dataset, high computational requirements, and large time consumption, post-training quantization
methods that do not require retraining have been proposed. In addition, to compensate for the
accuracy drop without retraining, previous studies on post-training quantization have proposed several
complementary methods: calibration, schemes, clipping, granularity, and mixed-precision. To generate
a quantized model with minimal error, it is necessary to study all possible combinations of the methods
because each of them is complementary and the CNN models have different characteristics. However,
an exhaustive or a heuristic search is either too time-consuming or suboptimal. To overcome this
challenge, we propose an auto-tuner known as Quantune, which builds a gradient tree boosting model
to accelerate the search for the configurations of quantization and reduce the quantization error.
We evaluate and compare Quantune with the random, grid, and genetic algorithms. The experimental
results show that Quantune reduces the search time for quantization by approximately 36.5× with an
accuracy loss of 0.07–0.65% across six CNN models, including the fragile ones (MobileNet, SqueezeNet,
and ShuffleNet). To support multiple targets and adopt continuously evolving quantization works,
Quantune is implemented on a full-fledged compiler for deep learning as an open-sourced project.

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND
license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

In spite of the prevalence of convolutional neural networks
CNNs), the high computational requirements restrict their use
n resource-constrained devices [1]. To address this challenge,
onsiderable research is being done on the compression of neural
etworks. One of the promising compression methods is quan-
ization, which converts high-precision representations (32-bit
loating point) into lower bit representations (int8 fixed point).
Quantization can reduce the model size of the CNN, memory
footprint, and energy consumption and improve the inference
time by utilizing special instructions supported by the hardware
platforms.

To compensate for the accuracy drop of the quantized mod-
els, most of the quantization methods consider retraining [2–9].
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However, this method, which is commonly referred to as
quantization-aware training (hereinafter referred to as QAT), is
not widely adopted in real-world scenarios because of the fol-
lowing issues. First, a full-size dataset is often unavailable owing
to privacy concerns or because it is proprietary information.
Second, the retraining process in QAT is time-consuming and
resource-hungry because of the long periods of tuning. Third,
its hyper-parameter tuning is complicated because it requires
considerable expertise to develop the architecture of CNNs. Such
limitations prevent us from deploying quantized models in a
timely manner.

In practice, post-training quantization (hereinafter referred to
as PTQ) methods are widely utilized owing to their good applica-
bility [2,10–17]. To recover the accuracy drop, previous studies on
PTQ have proposed the following diverse complementary meth-
ods: novel schemes for mapping [2,10], calibration for activation
of quantization [2,10], granularity for sharing quantization pa-
rameters among tensor elements [2,10], clipping [11–13,15,16],
and mixed-precision [17]. In this study, we define a quantization
configuration as a combination of such complementary methods.
Based on our experiments, as shown in Table 1, the quantiza-
tion configurations vary with the target CNN models to attain
optimal results. Nonetheless, possible quantization configurations
rticle under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-
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ary depending on the target hardware devices. For example,
omplicated quantifiers are not tolerated on highly constrained
ardware like integer-only accelerators [18,19]. Therefore, it is
ecessary to perform the configuration search every time de-
ending on the model and the hardware across all the com-
inations. However, it is daunting to explore all the possible
onfigurations when quantization requests occur.
To overcome this challenge, we propose an auto-tuner for

onfiguration search using a gradient tree boosting model (based
n XGBoost [20]) known as Quantune. Quantune generates quan-
ized models without noticeable accuracy degradation and re-
raining and supports multiple hardware platforms (CPU, GPU,
nd integer-only accelerator) by implementing them on an open-
ource deep learning compiler stack. We assume that the features
xtracted from the CNN models are related to quantization con-
igurations. Based on such an assumption, we build an XGBoost
odel, considering the features, configurations, and accuracy. We
erform our search algorithm to find the quantization configura-
ion. To support multiple targets as a unified quantization model
ormat, we implement Quantune on a compiler stack known
as Glow. For a rich configuration, we extend Glow to enable
layer-wise mixed precision (int8 and fp32) and integer-only quan-
tization. Quantune enables the generation of quantized models for
a range of targets including the CPU, GPU, and integer-only hard-
ware such as an accelerator. For the integer-only hardware, we
use Versatile Tensor Accelerator (VTA) [21] as an open-hardware
architecture. To support the VTA, the entire inference processes
comprise only integer multiplication, addition, and bit-shifting.

We evaluate Quantune, in terms of the efficiency of the pro-
posed search algorithm, accuracy of the quantized models, and
end-to-end latency of the embedded CPU, server-side CPU, and
GPU. The experimental results show that Quantune is 1.3–36.5
times faster than the random, grid, and genetic algorithms and
achieves better quality in terms of quantization for the six mod-
els across the CPU, GPU and NPU. To prove the quality of the
quantized models, Quantune is compared with mature tools such
as TensorRT and TVM, which support the PTQ on the GPU and
integer-only accelerator (VTA), respectively. Regarding TensorRT,
the experimental results show competitive accuracy of the quan-
tized models in ResNet18, ResNet50, ShuffleNet, and SqueezeNet,
and better results in GoogleNet. Quantune precisely quantizes
fragile models such as MobileNet, ShuffleNet, and SqueezeNet
despite their small representational capacities [22]. In the case
of the integer-only accelerator, Quantune achieves a 32.52% im-
provement in accuracy compared to TVM-VTA [18].

By implementing Quantune on the compiler stack, the quan-
tized models can be performed on the CPU, GPU, and the accel-
erator. Therefore, the executable binaries for the CPU, GPU, and
accelerator are generated from the quantized models. We mea-
sure the end-to-end inference time of the quantized models on
the edge-side CPU, server-side CPU, and server-side GPU. Quan-
tune achieves speedups of 0.34–1.22, 0.27–2.6, and 0.93–1.57
on ARM-A53, Intel-i7-8700, and NVIDIA 2080ti GPU, respec-
tively, against fp32 execution. From the experiment, it can be
seen that latency is not improved for all the quantized mod-
els because the extended compiler does not exploit fast 8-bit
multiply-accumulate instruction (ARM-vmlal, Intel VNNI, and
NVIDIA-DP4A) provided by hardware vendors while generating
the kernel code. This indicates that quantization is not only a
method that can reduce the memory footprint as in conventional
applications, but also a mandatory step to develop deployable
CNN models on the integer-only accelerator. The efficient ker-
nel code generation for the quantized models is an important
research direction; however, that is beyond the scope of this
paper.

The main contributions of our work are summarized as fol-
lows.
125
• We show that the optimal configurations for quantization
are diverse depending on the CNN models. To demonstrate
the diversity of the quantization configurations, we conduct
entropy analysis. As a result, it is found that the entropy
of each complementary method is not the same across all
the CNN models. There is no universal configuration that is
always applicable regardless of the type of CNN models.
• To efficiently explore all combinations of the quantiza-

tion model, we propose Quantune, which combines both
XGBoost and transfer learning to seek the optimal configura-
tion. Quantune significantly outperforms the grid,
random, and genetic algorithms by approximately 36.5×
with a 0.07–0.65 accuracy loss across the six CNN models.
• For practical use and as an extension, Quantune was im-

plemented on the open-source compiler stack known as
Glow [23], instead of performing a pure algorithm design.
The extended Glow provides layer-wise mixed precision
and integer-only quantization. Therefore, we generated the
binary code of the quantized models for diverse hardware
targets ranging from CPU (x86 and ARM) to the integer-only
accelerator (VTA). To support the integer-only accelerator,
Quantum not only quantized weights, activations, bias, and
scales, but also generated a computational graph that is
comprised of integer multiplication, addition, and bit shift
without any floating-point computation.
• Regarding the quality of the quantized models, Quantune

achieves 0.59% better accuracy in GoogleNet slim v4 than
TensorRT-7.2.2 on the NVIDIA GPU. Regarding the integer-
only quantization, Quantune significantly outperforms the
previous result (based on single-scale quantization across
the whole layer) by approximately 32.52%. In addition, we
directly measure the end-to-end inference time of the quan-
tized models on a real CPU and GPU.

2. Related work

Quantization has attracted significant attention owing to its
tangible benefits for model compression. In this section, we cate-
gorize previous studies on quantization into post-training quanti-
zation and quantization-aware training and describe the novelty
of our study in each category by comparing it to the existing tools.

2.1. Quantization-aware training

Quantization-aware training (QAT) methods map high bit pre-
cision to low bit precision using training step [2–9]. QAT reduces
the accuracy drop from the quantized model by using a retrain-
ing procedure that is performed for a few epochs. Owing to
retraining, QAT is able to quantize CNN models in low precision
representation without noticeable accuracy drop and can even
operate at 2 bits. However, QAT has the following limitations: (i)
retraining is time-consuming, (ii) the training data are not always
accessible by third party services, and (iii) its hyper-parameter
tuning is complicated. Even using active and continual learning
works does not completely mitigate these limitations [24–27].
Therefore, considering its rapid deployment and practical usage,
we focus on post-training quantization that does not require
retraining based on the training data.

2.2. Post-training quantization

Post-training quantization (hereafter called PTQ) methods map
high precision representation bits to low-precision bits without
re-training steps [2,10–17,28,29].

Post-training quantization is widely adopted in practical cases
because it is not necessary to access the full training dataset for
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Table 1
The best results among all the possible quantized models for six CNN models. Hereafter, we abbreviate MobileNet V2 as ‘‘MN’’, ShuffleNet V1 as ‘‘SHN’’, SqueezeNet
V1 as ‘‘SQN’’, GoogleNet Slim V4 as ‘‘GN’’, ResNet18 V1 as ‘‘RN18’’, and ResNet50 V1 as ‘‘RN50’’.
Model name Precision # of images for calibration Granularity Clipping Scheme Accuracy (Error)

MobileNet V2(MN) int8 1,000 Channel KL Asymmetric 71.23(−0.58)%
ShuffleNet V1(SHN) int8+fp32 1 Channel Max Symmetric uint 63.59(−0.37)%
SqueezeNet V1(SQN) int8 1,000 Channel KL Asymmetric 53.15(−0.65)%
GoogleNet Slim V4(GN) int8 1,000 Tensor KL Asymmetric 70.58(+0.19)%
ResNet18 V1(RN18) int8 1,000 Tensor KL Asymmetric 70.25(−0.42)%
ResNet50 V1(RN50) int8 10,000 Channel KL Asymmetric 76.01(−0.07)%
retraining. Post-training quantization remedies the large time-
consumption for retraining and the data privacy issue.
Therefore, it helps rapid deployment of the CNN models on
resource-constrained devices. Typically, PTQ leads to non-trivial
accuracy degradation, especially in low precision representations.
Owing to the prevalence of int8 data type support in the many
ardware platforms, most of the previous studies on PTQ have fo-
used on int8 quantization and proposed several methods such
as diverse schemes, clippings, and mixed-precision to recover the
accuracy drop. However, our experimental result shows that the
quantization configurations for the best accuracy are dependent
on the CNN models. There is no universal configuration that is
always applied to attain the most accurately quantized mod-
els. Considering each CNN model, a naive parameter search is
time-consuming. We overcome this challenge to seek the best
configurations for each CNN model. Empirically, this study is the
first work to find the optimal quantization strategy using the
machine learning model.

2.3. Deep learning compilers

The increasing demands for efficiency on the deep learn-
ing (DL) models has made deep DL compilers prevalent. Deep
learning compilers have been proposed in both academia and
industry. Most of the DL compilers focus on improving the quan-
tization ability of a single class of hardware platform such as
Intel nGraph [30], NVIDIA TensorRT [16], ARM NN,1 and Xilinx
itis.2 Nonetheless, it is difficult to extend such tools to other
ardware platforms owing to their proprietaries. On the contrary,
here are community-driven DL compilers for multiple hardware
latforms: TVM [31] and Glow [23]. Such open-source DL compil-
rs support adequate capabilities to adopt diverse quantization
ettings on multiple targets. Each of them needs to go through
anual search procedures to find the optimal quantization set-

ings because of the lack of an auto-tuner, hindering the rapid
eployment of the models. Quantune complements the existing
tudies on the open DL compilers. Quantune introduces a novel
earch algorithm that generates the optimal quantized models,
onsidering accuracy. With the integration on Glow, Quantune
mploys full advantages of its compiler to generate kernel codes
n multiple targets.

. Overview

This section describes the overall procedure for quantization
y presenting each module. Fig. 1 shows the overall workflow for
he configuration search (Quantune) and code generation of the
uantized CNN models (Glow Extension). We implement Quan-
une onto Glow [23] (an open-source DL compiler). Therefore, our
uantization method can support a variety of target devices and
ring about rapid deployment. In addition, we release the code

1 https://github.com/ARM-software/armnn.
2 https://www.xilinx.com/products/design-tools/vitis/vitis-platform.html.
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of Glow extension as a part of NEST-C3 and Quantune imple-
mented in R.4 The two colored components in Fig. 1 represent
either the changed or new ones. In the Quantune module part,
all the components are fully developed for the configuration
search. Considering the Glow, our extension aims to support the
integer-only accelerator and provide layer-wise quantization for
mixed-precision. The overall process of quantization goes through
two phases: calibration and configuration search.

Calibration Phase. The dashed-lines indicate the whole proce-
dure of the calibration phase in Fig. 1. In this phase, the histogram
of possible numeric ranges in each layer of the neural network
is captured for the activation of the quantization and saved to
a calibration cache. First, for the calibration, the Glow compiler
takes a pre-trained model and an image as input. The images
are selected from the training dataset using the Image Selector.
Second, the Glow generates the instrumented codes by moving
through the Loader, Graph-IR, and Tensor-IR. Concerning the
Graph IR, the Glow performs two kinds of optimizations: target
independent and target dependent passes. In Tensor-IR level, the
Glow determines a schedule of operators while optimizing the
memory usage. Finally, the histogram of the tensor values is
generated by observing the execution during the inference to
capture the possible numeric ranges of activations in each layer
of the neural network.

Search Phase. The solid-lines indicate the whole procedure of
the search phase in Fig. 1. In this phase, the quantized models
and optimized codes are generated with the configuration. As
mentioned earlier, the quantization error varies in a chosen con-
figuration. To quickly find the optimal configuration, Quantune
efficiently explores the possible configurations based on the XG-
Boost models that are trained with the model architecture (ei),
explored configuration (si), and measured accuracy (ci). All the
possible configurations are detailed in Section 4. Further details
of the search algorithm are described in Section 5.

4. Quantization methodology

In the calibration phase, Quantune collected calibration data
and saved them into the calibration cache. The calibration cache
containing the distribution of numerical data as a histogram was
used to obtain accurate thresholds for each tensor in the original
fp32 model. The quantized models are generated by calculating
the scale (a quantization parameter) based on the collected data
of the activation tensors. The search space of the possible configu-
ration for quantization is the combination of five complementary
methods (calibration, scheme, clipping, granularity, and mixed-
precision) that affect the accuracy of the quantized models. Eq. (1)
denotes the space of the possible configurations.

Search Space(96) = Calibration Cache(3)×
Scheme(4)× Clipping(2)
×Granularity(2)×Mixed Precision(2) (1)

3 https://github.com/etri/nest-compiler.
4 https://github.com/leejaymin/qaunt_xgboost.

https://github.com/ARM-software/armnn
https://www.xilinx.com/products/design-tools/vitis/vitis-platform.html
https://github.com/etri/nest-compiler
https://github.com/leejaymin/qaunt_xgboost
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a

Fig. 1. System overview of the proposed quantization framework. Our framework consists of two modules (Quantune and Glow Extension) and two phases (Calibration
nd Search).
Fig. 2. Accuracy with int8 quantization of weights and activations. The considered configurations are calibration, schemes, clipping, granularity, and mixed-precision.
The dashed-lines indicate full-precision accuracy (fp32).
The time cost of the accuracy measurement for a configuration
exploration ranges from minutes to hours, depending on hard-
ware platforms. As listed in Table 2, we quantified time costs
of measuring accuracy depending on the processors capability
of the target devices. Hence, the accuracy measurement across
127
the six models took 0.12–0.58 h on GPU(2080ti), 0.51–12.05 h
on CPU(i7-8700), and 10.54–374.15 h on CPU(a53). Even though
we restrict the possible search space by applying a configuration
to the whole layers, an exhaustive search that covers all the
combinations of the configurations may take few days when it
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Table 2
Time cost for measuring Top1 accuracy depending on target devices.
Model Measurement time (h)

CPU(a53) CPU(i7-8700) GPU(2080ti)

MN 26.14 1.84 0.22
SHN 10.53 0.51 –
SQN 11.56 0.52 0.03
GN 374.15 12.05 0.58
RN18 53.31 2.34 0.12
RN50 126.65 4.87 0.22

is performed on the edge and mobile systems. In the following
subsection, we elaborate each quantization configuration.

4.1. Calibration cache

There are many ways to generate a calibration cache. The
enerated calibration cache depends on the given images during
he calibration phase, as shown in Fig. 1. Moreover, the consid-
red images for the calibration phase are selected by the image
elector. To shirk the search space, the image selector randomly
hooses images from the ImageNet training dataset using three
arameters: 1, 1000, 10,000. Therefore, three calibration caches
ere used.

.2. Scheme

Considering an efficient code generation on multiple hardware
latforms, we focus on a uniform integer quantization. Regarding
niform quantization, the schemes to map the real values to
he integers are composed of four linear methods: asymmetric,
ymmetric, symmetric with uint8, and symmetric power2.

Asymmetric: This scheme stands for affine. The float range is
converted to [−2n−1, 2n−1

− 1], where qmin is −128 and qmax
is 127. This scheme fully uses the presentation capability of int8.
The quantizer of this scheme is defined by the following:

xi8 = Quant(xfp32) = ROUND
( xfp32
scale

+ zero point
)

, (2)

where xfp32 is a real value (fp32) and xi8 is 8 bit-width of a signed
integer value. In Eq. (2), scale is defined as

scale =
maxfp32 −minfp32

2n − 1
, (3)

where maxfp32 and minfp32 are maximum and minimum values
in the current feature map, respectively. In Eq. (2), zero point is
defined as:

zero point = −ROUND(
minfp32

scale
)− 2n−1 (4)

The dequantizer of this scheme is defined as follows:

xfp32 = Dequant(xi8) = scale · xi8 − zero point (5)

Symmetric: The real zero directly maps to the quantized zero.
It does not convert the min and max of the fp32 range to the
quantized range (int8). Instead, the absolute maximum value
between the min and max of the fp32 range is used to set the
qmin and qmax. Symmetric scheme is more efficient than that of
the asymmetric because it does not use zero point . However, the
symmetric scheme can result in a severe quantization error when
the minimum and maximum values are significantly different.
The quantizer of the symmetric scheme is defined as

xi8 = Quant(xfp32) = ROUND(
xfp32 ) (6)

scale t

128
In Eq. (6), scale is defined as

scale =
MAX(ABS(xfp32))

2(n−1) − 1
, (7)

where MAX(ABS(xfp32)) is an absolute maximum value among real
values in the current feature map. The dequantizer of this scheme
is defined as follows:

xfp32 = Dequant(xi8) = scale · xi8 (8)

Symmetric with uint8: This scheme is a combination of
asymmetric and symmetric schemes. This scheme adaptively
switches the quantization method depending on the distribution
of real values. By configuring the offset depending on whether
negative values exist, this scheme achieves a computation over-
head that is less than or equal to that of asymmetric scheme, and
an accuracy higher than or equal to that of symmetric scheme.
In this scheme, zero point is determined in either zero or −128.
The determined zero point enables the quantization scheme to
be either symmetric(zero point = 0) or asymmetric (zero point =
−128). In the code level, uint8 ranges are represented by com-
bining int8 ranges and the zero point of −128. The quantizer of
this scheme is defined as follows:

xi8 = Quant(xfp32) = ROUND(
xfp32
scale

+ zero point) (9)

In Eq. (9), scale is defined as

scale =
MAX(ABS(xfp32))

2n − 1
, (10)

where MAX(ABS(xfp32)) is an absolute maximum value among real
values in the current feature map. In Eq. (9), zero point is defined
as

zero point =
{
−128, if minfp32 ≥ 0
0, otherwise

(11)

The dequantizer of this scheme is defined as follows:

xfp32 = Dequant(xi8) = scale · xi8 − zero point (12)

Symmetric with power of two-scale: This is similar to the
symmetric. This scheme represents the quantized ranges by map-
ping real zero to the quantized zero. In addition to the zero
mapping, this scheme converts a real scale to approximately
a power of two-scale. By doing that, the power of two-scale
quantizer substitutes multiplications by bit-shift operations. The
multiplication elimination makes the hardware design simpler
and leads to a better performance although it results in a poor
representation of the quantized range. In addition, only integer
operators are used in the entire inference. For that reason, the
quantized model with symmetric with power two-scale is deployed
on integer-only hardware. The quantization operation is defined
by the following:

scale = 2

⌈
log2

MAX(ABS(xfp32))

2(n−1)−1

⌉
(13)

In summary, the four schemes constitute a trade-off between
nference latency and quantization error. As listed in Table 3,
e have classified the advantages and drawbacks into four met-
ics based on the following questions: (i) How precise is the
uantization mapping? (fine-grained mapping); (ii) How well is
he skewed distribution handled (robustness to skewness); (iii)
ow much is the execution overhead of quantization? (low com-
utation); and (iv) Can the quantization computation be solely
epresented with integer operators? (integer-only hardware). The
omparison reveals that the four methods complement each
ther because each scheme has its advantages and disadvantages;
hus, there is no superior among these four schemes.
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Table 3
Comparison of quantization schemes. Three symbols ✓, ▲ and, ✗ denote full, partial, and no supports respectively.
Schemes Fine-grained mapping Robustness of skewness Low computation Integer-only HW

Asymmetric ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗

Symmetric ▲ ✗ ✓ ✗

Symmetric with uint8 ▲ ▲ ▲ ✗

Power of two-scale ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓
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4.3. Clipping

Without the retraining step, a uniform quantization causes
n accuracy drop. Accuracy loss mainly stems from the Gaussian
hape of the distributions for weights and activations of the pre-
rained neural networks [9,32]. Considering such a characteristic
f the distributions, a few weights and activations are sparsely
pread as outliers. The outliers in a long tail make a uniform
uantizer assign few quantization levels to small values and too
any to large ones. This skewness of the distributions leads to
ignificant accuracy degradation [2,13].
To rectify this problem, the Glow compiler allows clipping

he range of the distributions for weights and activations. This
ethod chooses a clip threshold which (approximately) mini-
izes the Kullback–Leibler (KL) divergence between the floating-
oint and quantized [16].

.4. Granularity

Considering the quantization, we decided on how far the scale
alue should be shared among the tensors. We refer to this choice
s quantization granularity. We consider two kinds of granularity
or the quantization: tensor-wise and channel-wise. Granularity
hows the trade-off between accuracy and latency. Fine-grained
ranularity requires more computation because of the increas-
ng multiplications [17]. Furthermore, a convolution containing
wide range of weight values should consider the channel-wise
o compute the scale for quantization. Therefore, granularity is
etermined by examining the granularity impact on accuracy and
atency.

.5. Mixed-precision

As a part of the extended Glow, we implemented layer-wise
ixed precision by extending the Glow compiler. The original
low compiler does not support the mixed-precision at the layer
evel. Instead of considering all the layers for the mixed-precision,
e only keep the first and last layers of the original preci-
ion (fp32). This is because an experimental result of a previous
tudy [17] demonstrates that the first and last layers are the most
ensitive to the quantization error.

. Modeling: Parameter search using eXtreme gradient boost-
ng

.1. Problem definition

The quantization configuration search is performed using his-
orical data previously found in other CNN models regardless
f having to search for a new quantization configuration from
random initial point. We hypothesize that the quantization

onfigurations of a CNN model is related to other configurations.
onsidering the model, a next configuration can be predicted and
he result sends feedback to the online training process to update
he model.

As described in Eq. (14), our tuning problem can be formu-
ated, considering two kinds of features as demonstrated below:

∗

opt = argmax f (g(e, s)) (14)

s∈Se

129
First is the block expression of the CNN as denoted by e. The
CNN block expression e consists of the following operations:
the number of layers, convolutions, activation functions, skip-
layers, and depth-wise and pointwise convolutions. These kinds
of blocks are based on the predefined common structures in the
neural architecture search [33,34]. The blocks have been used to
reduce the search time and to find a good model in the neural
architecture search [33,34].

We generate multiple quantized models that have different
accuracies for a given e ∈ E . We use Se to denote the space of
quantization configurations from e to the quantized models. For
instance, if s ∈ Se let x = g(e, s) is the generated quantized model,
g represents the Glow extension that generates the quantized ten-
sor IR from e, s. We aim to maximize f (x), which is the accuracy
f the quantized models on the target hardware. Particularly, we
erified if an output for f (x) could measure accuracy by running
xperiments on the hardware. For a given g, e, Se, f , the accuracy

of the quantized models are demonstrated using Eq. (14).

5.2. Auto-tuning algorithm

We propose a machine learning (ML)-based auto-tuning to
search the quantization configurations. Fig. 4 shows the compo-
nents of the auto-tuning and how they interact with one another.
To predict the accuracy of quantized model x, the cost model
f̂ (x) is trained using the historical data. The search engine gen-
erates a new quantized model by using the Glow extension and
measures its accuracy on the hardware. The accuracy of the
quantized model is saved in a database as demonstrated below:
D = {(ei, si, ci)}. As shown in Fig. 1, ei, si, and ci denote the
easured accuracy, the extracted model architecture, and the
xplored configuration, respectively. The collected data could be
sed to train f̂ . The following subsections elaborates objective
unction to train a statistical cost model and the design choices
f each component.

.2.1. Cost model and objective function
XGBoost is an extension and improvement of the gradient

ree boosting (GBT) algorithm. The characteristic of XGBoost is
calability, efficiency, sparsity-aware fitting, and well-supported
ibraries [20]. To this end, the XGBoost is widely adopted to solve
eal-world problems such as security [27,35], fault detection [36],
rug discovery [37], and disease diagnosis [38,39]. In addition
o academic fields, XGBoost is the winning algorithm in Kaggle
hallenges [40].
We selected the XGBoost algorithm to train the data suc-

essfully found in the other CNN models and to predict the
onfiguration arising from the most accurate model generation
n the next quantization step. With the cost model f̂ (x) of XG-
oost, we could estimate the accuracy of each quantized model
. Specifically, the cost model f̂ (x) of XGBoost represents a tree
nsemble model that uses K additive functions defined as

ˆ(xi) = ŷi =
K∑

k=1

fk(xi), fk ∈ F (15)

or a given quantized model xi, f̂ (xi) is the predicted accuracy ŷi.
The value of the ith instance is fk(xi) at the kth tree. Moreover,
the values of the space of trees are denoted by the function F .
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Fig. 3. Ranking of the features used for the modeling.

To train the cost model f̂ (x), we follow the regularized ob-
jective function and the optimization method introduced in the
original paper [20]. The regularized objective function of XGBoost
is defined as

Obj =
N∑
i=1

L(ŷi, yi)+
K∑

k=1

Ω(fk) (16)

Eq. (16) consists of two parts: the loss function (L(ŷi, yi)) and the
regularization function (Ω(fk)). L(ŷi, yi) is a differentiable convex
function that computes the difference between the prediction ŷi
and the true label yi. The differentiable convex functions are mean
square error and Logistic loss. The regularization function Ω(fk)
for the kth tree is then defined as

Ω(fk) = γ T +
1
2
λ∥w∥2, (17)

where T is the number of leaves in a tree, γ lies between 0 and 1
and is multiplied by T to reduce the complexity of each leaf, and
λ is a parameter that scales the penalty to avoid the overfitting.

The regularized objective function in Eq. (16) cannot be op-
timized using traditional methods. Instead, the cost model is
trained using an additive method. At the tth step, the ŷi

(t) is
ptimized as follows:

bj(t) =
n∑

i=1

L
(
yi, ŷi

(t−1)
+ ft (xi)

)
+Ω(ft ) (18)

ach ft denotes to an independent tree generated by instance i in
he tth step. The additive method combines all ft that maximally
mproves the objective function in Eq. (16). To reduce the compu-
ation cost of the objective function, Eq. (18) is transformed using
he second-order Taylor approximation as follows

bj(t) ≃
n∑

i=1

[
L(yi, ŷi

(t−1))+ gift (xi)+
1
2
hif 2t (xi)

]
+Ω(ft ), (19)

here gi and hi are defined as

gi = ∂ŷ(t−1)i
L(yi, ŷi

(t−1))

i = ∂2
ŷ(t−1)i

L(yi, ŷi
(t−1))

(20)

e could simplify Eq. (20) by removing the constant terms.
t step t , the final objective function depends on the first and
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Algorithm 1 Quantune: Search for the Optimal Configuration.
Input: Macro-arch. blocks e
Input: Search space Se
Output: s∗opt

1: D← ∅ ▷ The collected data will be contained
2: while n_trials < max_n_trials do
3: s← A top candidate in unexplored Se using f̂
4: c ← f (g(e, s))
5: D← D ∪ {(e, s, c)}
6: update f̂ using D
7: n_trials← n_trials+ 1
8: end while
9: return s∗opt ← history best quantization config.

second-order gradients and is defined as

˜Obj(t) =
n∑

i=1

[
gift (xi)+

1
2
hif 2t (xi)

]
+Ω(ft ) (21)

Finally, with the simplified objective function in Eq. (21), we
ould iteratively evaluate the model performance after a certain
ode split in a tree. If the tree model performance is improved af-
er splitting, this change will be accepted; otherwise, the split will
e stopped. In this manner, the optimal splitting point for each
ree to minimize the objective function is determined; hence, the
egularization term remedies overfitting during training. This is
he working principle of XGBoost.

.2.2. Training objective function with hyperparameters
The XGBoost models have hyper-parameters which can be set

n order to customize the model for a specific dataset. To train
he XGBoost model, we consider several factors including the
yper-parameters, preprocessing, and loss functions.
First, the hyper-parameters were Eta and gamma. To feed the

dataset to the XGBoost model, we considered the preprocessing
of two kinds of features: a model-arch (ei) and a configuration (si).
Second, the preprocessing can be determined using categorical or
one-hot encoding. In this study, we consider one-hot encoding
features for the preprocessing because it shows better accuracy
than the categorical ones. Third, the possible loss functions for the
training are rank and regression. To apply the rank loss function in
he training process, it is necessary to add rank the information,
nd the ranked information can be grouped by a type of the CNN
odels or whole data. The result of the comparison between the

wo loss functions shows that regression achieves a better search
esult with a lower number of trials. Therefore, we consider
egression function.

To understand the value of the selected features in the con-
truction of the XGBoost model, we performed the analysis of the
eature importance using the XGBoost library in R. The significant
core of the features is simply calculated using purity (the Gini
ndex) [41]. Fig. 3 shows the result of the importance of the
eature. As a result, the number of nodes, calibration (profile),
ranularity, and clipping is important, considering the predicted
ccuracy of the XGBoost model.

.2.3. Search engine
The search engine seeks the optimal configuration of the quan-

ization as described in Algorithm 1. Algorithm 1 takes macro-
rch blocks e and search space Se as its inputs. It produces the
ptimal configuration for quantization as an output. At each
teration, the engine picks a candidate based on ˆf (x) and queries
(x) on the accuracy of quantized model. We enumerate the entire
pace of S and pick the top candidate. The top candidate is not
e
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Fig. 4. Auto-tuner to efficiently explore quantization configurations.
explored in the previous step. To accelerate convergence in search
step, we apply transfer learning.

The loop iterates over possible optimal configurations. We set
the maximum iteration max_n_trials = search space as described
in Eq. (1). In Algorithm 1, lines 2–8 describe the steps needed
to obtain an optimal configuration from the possible configura-
tion space Se. At each iteration, the following steps take place
sequentially. First, a top candidate is selected using f̂ , consider-
ng diversity. Therefore, we select a candidate from unexplored
onfigurations and try to measure the accuracy of the quantized
odel on the real target hardware.

. Evaluation

We conducted three experiments: (1) the variation of accuracy
epending on the quantization configurations, (2) effectiveness of
he XGBoost based parameter search in search time and accurate
odel generation, and (3) benefits of the inference time in low
recision representation.

.1. Diversity in quantization configurations

Considering the broad selection of the quantization configura-
ions, it is not obvious to determine which choice mostly reduces
he quantization error. To find out the best configuration, we
mpirically explored various choices for int8 quantization of the
ix models. As described in Eq. (1), the search space includes
large number of configurations. We experimentally explored
ll the combinations that map fp32 to int8 to show that there
as no universal configuration that was always applied to attain
he most accurately quantized models. Fig. 2 shows the Top1
ccuracy. The relative error which substrates the quantized ac-
uracy from the baseline ranges from −71.72% to 0.19% across all
he combinations. Considering the exploration results of all the
onfigurations, we found the following insights. The accuracy of
he quantized models with various configurations varies. Conse-
uently, there is no clear solution to be applied in all the cases.
hether clipping is applied depends on the amount of calibration
ata. If calibration is performed with a small number of samples,
here are relatively few outliers. In this case, the quantization
rror can be reduced by using full ranges of tensors without
lipping. In contrast, clipping reduces the quantization error by
ncreasing the number of sample images during the calibration.

To determine the diversity among the quantization configura-
ion at the accurately quantized models, the results are selected
ithin relative error of 1%. The industrial margin for quantization
rror is 1% accuracy drop because a de-facto benchmark known as
LPerf [42] allows the quantized model to degrade the accuracy
ithin -1%. Therefore, the following analysis for diversity is based
n 1% accuracy drop across all the quantized models.
131
Table 4
Diversity analysis of quantization configurations. For the analysis, the
quantization configurations that achieve accuracy loss within 1% are used.
Precision Calibration Granularity Clipping Scheme # of samples

0.50 1.43 0.99 0.98 1.80 71

The Shannon-entropy equation (22) is used to show diversity
index in each quantization configuration.

H(X) = H(p) = −
∑

i

p(xi)× log p(xi) (22)

The analysis demonstrates the number of configurations that
generate the quantized models that meet the industrial quality
and diversity index. Each column in Table 4 shows the diversity
index that represents the diversity of the configurations. The
diversity indexes for all models within 1% range from 0.50 to 1.80
across the calibration, scheme, clipping, granularity, and mixed-
precision. If the entropy is zero, there is no uncertainty. This
indicates that there is no obvious configuration to generate the
optimal quantized models because all the configurations are not
zero entropy. Therefore, it is hard to intuitively and manually
select a configuration for the quantization.

6.2. Efficiency of XGBoost based configuration search

From the experiment, the quantization configuration for the
most accurately quantized models varies, depending on the type
of models. However, the search space for the configuration selec-
tion is large as shown in Eq. (1). To reduce the search time, we
devise a Quantune that seeks the optimal configuration for the
generation of the quantization model based on the XGBoost.

In this section, we show how many trials are required to
obtain the optimal quantized model with the optimal configu-
ration. To show the efficiency of the Quantune, we compared it
to four algorithms. The random search defines a search space as
a combination of hyper-parameter values and randomly selects
a point in the range. The grid search specifies a search space as
a grid of the hyper-parameter values and samples of a point in
the grid. The genetic algorithm (GA) is an optimization method
that exploits the idea of evolution by natural selection. GA is
based on the hypothesis that a new population will be better
than the previous one. To apply genetic algorithm in the quan-
tization configuration search, we implemented the details using
the GA package.5 With the GA package, we defined Top1 accuracy
evaluation as the fitness function. Furthermore, we exploited
binary encoding for crossover and mutation. In other cases, we
used the default settings from the GA package. We apply the
XGBoost in two cases: individual learning and transfer learning.

5 https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/GA/GA.pdf.

https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/GA/GA.pdf
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Fig. 5. Comparison of different search algorithms, considering the convergence speed and Top1 accuracy on the six CNN models.
Fig. 6. Relative speedups of convergence over the random search.
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he individual XGBoost model is initialized with no historical
ata that are produced from the other CNN models. It shows that
he XGBoost online-learning starts from the base of the current
NN model-tuning. Practically, the Quantune can collect historical
ata (D) from previous exploration. We combine the XGBoost and
ransfer learning to effectively use D.

Figs. 5 and 6 show five algorithms that search the quantiza-
ion configurations of the six CNN models. Our proposed search
lgorithm (XGB-T ) is able to guide the configuration search to
aster convergence for MN, SHN, SQN, GN, RN18, and RN50 by
.50×, 1.31×, 7.25×, 31×, 2.14×, and 1.07× for the random

search and 14.5×, 1.75×, 7.25×, 10.5×, 1.5×, and 1.6× for the
grid search, respectively. In addition, XGB-T yielded a 2.13× to
6.5× speedup compared with the genetic search. All the im-
rovements are due to the cost model and transfer learning. In
ontrast to XGBoost, the other three algorithms work without
ost model. Furthermore, transfer learning allows speedup and
ttains a higher accuracy. Specifically, transfer learning improves
he convergence time of the MN, GN, and RN18 relative to the
GBoost by 11×, 25×, and 1.7×, respectively. Regarding the
QN and RN50, the XGB-T achieved +0.27% and +0.22% higher
ccuracy, respectively, than the XGB.
132
6.3. Accuracy

Through the extended Glow stack, the Quantune supports
both of the general-purpose units (CPU or GPU) and the VTA.
Considering both targets, we show how accurate the Quantune
generates the quantized models compared to the other existing
tools.

First, in the general-purpose targets, the Quantune is directly
compared to NVIDIA TensorRT7.2.2 (released in 19 Dec. 2020) on
the server-side GPU. The TensorRT6 is a well-supported tool by
VIDIA to speed up an inference of the CNN. For comparison, we
evelop a test code that generates the quantized models using
ensorRT’s post-training quantization and releases it as an open
ource.7 As shown in Fig. 7, the Quantune achieves 0.59% higher
ccuracy on GoogleNet slim v4 than the TensorRT. Nevertheless,
t attains 0.19–1.36 lower accuracy across the four models than
he TensorRT. Considering that the Quantune is a unified open

6 https://developer.nvidia.com/tensorrt.
7 https://github.com/leejaymin/tensorrt_quantization_imagenet.

https://developer.nvidia.com/tensorrt
https://github.com/leejaymin/tensorrt_quantization_imagenet
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Fig. 7. Quantune vs. TensorRT - Quantune achieves a comparable accuracy of
he quantized CNN models against the off-the-shelf compiler (TensorRT) on the
VIDIA GPU.

Fig. 8. Quantune vs. TVM-VTA - Quantune leads to the significant improvement
in accuracy by approximately 32.52% as against the TVM-VTA [18]. The solid-line
indicates full-precision accuracy (fp32). The dashed-line indicates the TVM-VTA
accuracy.

toolchain to support multiple hardware devices, it shows a com-
petitive accuracy compared to the TensorRT which is used only
for the NVIDIA GPUs.

Second, for the VTA, we compare the Quantune to the TVM
(released in Jul. 2017) on the VTA. Previous results from the VTA-
TVM [18] reported a significant accuracy drop (−33.76%). This
rastic accuracy drop in the TVM-VTA stems from the choice
f a quantization scale for the whole network because a scale
alue can be imprecise for small values and truncate large values.
ontrary to the VTA-TVM [18], the Quantune selects different
cales depending on each layer and traverses all the possible
onfigurations. The search space is different because of the limita-
ions of the VTA hardware. In the VTA, the scheme and granularity
nly support the power of the two-scale and tensor level. Owing
o the architecture support, the fused operator for the convolution
nd ReLU is executed in consecutive cycles without extra off-chip
emory access. There are 12 distinct configurations derived from

he following possible combinations.

earch Space(12) = Calibration Caches(3)×
Schemes(1)× Clipping(2)×
Granularity(1)× Fusion(2) (23)

rom the results of all configurations, as shown in Fig. 8, Quan-
une leads to significant improvement in accuracy by approxi-
ately 32.52%. We show that even with a limited scheme and
ranularity, the best result is 0.73% lower than the ones on the
eneral-purpose units.

.4. Model size

To demonstrate the effectiveness of our model, we measured
he size of quantized models depending on the quantization
onfigurations. Among the considered configurations, granularity
nd mixed-precision affect model size. As listed in Table 5, the
133
Fig. 9. Comparison of relative speedup between the original and quantized
models on ARM A53, NVIDIA 2080ti, and Intel i7-8700.

Table 5
Comparison of the size of quantized models depending on quantization con-
figuration. Model size means the number of bytes required to save all of the
weights in the CNN model.
Model Original Tensor Channel Tensor+Mixed Channel+Mixed

MN 13.96 MB 3.54 MB 3.70 MB 7.39 MB 7.54 MB
SHN 5.52 MB 1.42 MB 1.54 MB 3.06 MB 3.17 MB
SQN 4.94 MB 1.25 MB 1.29 MB 1.25 MB 1.29 MB
GN 170.60 MB 42.75 MB 43.01 MB 47.36 MB 47.63 MB
RN18 47.94 MB 12.91 MB 12.95 MB 14.47 MB 14.51 MB
RN50 102.12 MB 25.61 MB 25.84 MB 31.79 MB 32.01 MB

size of quantized models varies for four configurations combined
with granularity and mixed-precision. With tensor granularity
alone, the compression rate is the highest spanned across six
quantized models. In contrast, the combining channel granularity
and mixed-precision shows the lowest compression rate. The
differences between tensor and channel granularity stem from
the number of scale factors for quantization. Intuitively, channel
level quantization requires more scale factors than tensor-level.
In the case of mixed-precision, the model size is dependent on
the number of parameters in the first and last layers.

6.5. Latency

Our evaluation has focused on the accuracy of the quantized
models. In this section, we measured end-to-end inference time
using the Glow’s code generation (referred to as CodeGen) on
a server class GPU (an embedded CPU) and a desktop CPU for
both the floating point and quantized models. As shown in Fig. 9,
the inference time of all the quantized models is not improved
against the fp32 models. This is because the CodeGen in the
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low is not efficiently implemented at the int8 quantization level
or chosen target platforms. Previous studies have reported that
he naive implemented kernels for quantization can be slower
han the original models [10,22,43,44]. As mentioned in Table 3,
he four schemes are a trade-off between inference latency and
uantization error. Therefore, the latency of the quantized models
aries for different schemes. In the naive implementation, the
ncreasing latency stems from extra operations such as the scales
nd offsets in each layer of the quantization. In some cases like
huffleNet, the improvements of latency are attributed to better
ache reuse by reducing the weights and activations.
In a nutshell, the quantization method in DL frameworks pre-

erves the accuracy of the quantized models; however, it is in-
ufficient to provide latency improvement on diverse hardware
evices. To overcome this challenge, few studies have been pro-
osed [10,22,43,44]. An efficient kernel code generation for quan-
ized models is an important research direction that is beyond the
cope of our study.

. Conclusion

To enable rapid deployment of quantized models without
oticeable accuracy loss, we present Quantune, which can build
model to find optimal configurations for quantization, thereby
ccelerating the search speed and enhancing the accuracy of the
uantized models. The experimental results on real hardware
evices show that Quantune achieved 1.3–31 faster convergence

time than the three algorithms with 0.07–0.65% accuracy drop
across the six CNN models including MobileNet, ShuffleNet, and
SqueezeNet, which are light-weight networks. Moreover, Quan-
une achieved 0.59% higher accuracy for GoogleNet than TensorRT
n the NVIDIA GPU. Furthermore, Quantune led to a significant
mprovement in accuracy by achieving an improvement of 32.52%
n the accelerator compared with the published study on VTA.
inally, by extending the DL compiler stack, we reduced the
ffort needed to efficiently execute the quantized CNN models on
iverse hardware devices.
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